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Abstract Airfoil self-noise is a common phenomenon for many engineering applications. Aiming to
study the underlying mechanism of airfoil self-noise at low Mach number and moderate Reynolds
number ﬂow, a numerical investigation is presented on noise generation by ﬂow past NACA0018
airfoil. Based on a high-order accurate numerical method, both the near-ﬁeld hydrodynamics and the
far-ﬁeld acoustics are computed simultaneously by performing direct numerical simulation. The mean
ﬂow properties agree well with the experimental measurements. The characteristics of aerodynamic
noise are investigated at various angles of attack. The obtained results show that inclining the airfoil
could enlarge turbulent intensity and produce larger scale of vortices. The sound radiation is mainly
towards the upper and lower directions of the airfoil surface. At higher angle of attack, the tonal
noise tends to disappear and the noise spectrum displays broad-band features. c© 2012 The Chinese
Society of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. [doi:10.1063/2.1205204]
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The noise radiated from an airfoil embedded in
a uniform incoming ﬂow is referred to as airfoil self-
noise. Airfoil self-noise, commonly heard from wind
turbine, aircraft, helicopter rotors and various types of
turbo-machineries, is produced by the interaction of the
boundary layer and wake with the airfoil itself. Since
such noise is an important noise source in many ap-
plications, the study of this phenomenon therefore has
been an important research topic in the aeroacoustic
community. Amiet’s1 classical trailing-edge noise the-
ory is considered to be an attractive approach due to
the fact that the far-ﬁeld noise can be accurately pre-
dicted, provided the surface pressure diﬀerence. Based
on a large experimental database, Brooks et al.2 pro-
posed ﬁve sound generation mechanisms responsible for
the airfoil self-noise, among which trailing edge (TE)
mechanism will dominate for most applications. Recent
rapid advances in computational aeroacoustics, turbu-
lence modeling and parallel computation, have made
it possible for direct noise computation. Diﬀerent ap-
proaches of solving unsteady Navier-Stokes equations,
such as direct numerical simulation (DNS) and large
eddy simulation (LES), have been resorted for directly
computing airfoil self-noise. Sandberg et al.3 performed
DNS for direct noise computation of airfoil self-noise.
Marsden et al.4 conducted LES of the ﬂow around a
NACA0012 airfoil and associated sound. More recently,
Tam and Ju5,6 applied DNS technique to investigate the
generation of airfoil tones at moderate Reynolds num-
bers.
The main objective of the present paper is to sim-
ulate the noise generation by ﬂow over airfoils and in-
vestigate the characteristics of the aerodynamic noise
at various angles of attack. DNS is performed of ﬂow
over NACA0018 airfoil at Reynolds number of Re =
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the computational model.
1.6× 105. The mean ﬂow characteristics are compared
with the measurements of Nakano et al.7 The spectrum
and directivity of noise are then investigated at various
angles of attack.
A schematic diagram of the computational model
is presented in Fig. 1. A symmetric NACA airfoil
with a blunt trailing edge is placed in a uniform ﬂow.
NACA0018 airfoil is considered in this study. Here, U∞
denotes the velocity of the uniform ﬂow and C∞ denotes
the speed of sound. The lengths are made dimension-
less by the chord width C of the airfoil. The velocity is
scaled by the sound speed in ambient air of C∞. The
Reynolds number is deﬁned as Re = U∞C/ν∞, where
ν∞ is the kinematic viscosity. In this paper, the chord
width of this airfoil is 80 mm and the velocity of the
uniform ﬂow is ﬁxed at 30 m/s, which corresponds to
a constant Reynolds number of Re = 1.6 × 105. Much
attention is paid to the eﬀect of angle of attack on noise
generation and radiation.
The problem of airfoil self-noise involves multi-scale
physics. To be speciﬁc, a large length scale dispar-
ity exists between the viscous boundary layer and the
sound propagation region far from the airfoil surface.
All these scales need to be accurately resolved in the
same simulation for the description of sound genera-
tion and propagation. Thus, the mesh should be el-
aborately designed. For these reasons, the multi-size
mesh strategy is adopted in this study. Figure 2 shows
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Fig. 2. Computational mesh (grid points are output every
ﬁve points).
the multi-domain mesh for numerical simulation of the
NACA0018 airfoil.
The ﬂow under consideration is governed by the full
compressible 2D Navier-Stokes equations. These equa-
tions are
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xk
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The stress tensor is calculated as
τik =
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∂uj
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)
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Re is the Reynolds number based on chord width, and
the molecular viscosity μ is calculated by Sutherland’s
law. Note that heat conduction is neglected in the en-
ergy equations.
The direct numerical computation of the ﬂow and
acoustics is performed to provide a full set of space-
time data for Fourier transform analysis. The 2D gov-
erning equations are numerically solved by implement-
ing high-order accurate schemes. For spatial deriva-
tives, the 7-point dispersion-relation-preserving (DRP)
scheme8 is utilized with low dispersion and low dissi-
pation for sound propagation. Considering the require-
ment of giant computation resource, a multi-size and
multi-time step strategy9 is implemented for the time
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Fig. 3. Pressure coeﬃcients C∞ on airfoil surface.
integration. In this way, 70% of the CPU time is saved
compared with applying single-time-step marching al-
gorithm. The nonlinear perfectly matched layer (PML)
boundary conditions proposed by Hu et al.10 are ap-
plied around the computational domain. On the airfoil
surface an adiabatic, no-slip boundary condition is im-
posed.
The time-averaged pressure coeﬃcient is deﬁned as
Cp = 2(p¯ − p∞)/ρ∞U2∞, where p¯ is the time-averaged
pressure and ρ∞ denotes the density of the uniform ﬂow.
The time-averaged pressure coeﬃcient distributions at
two angles of attack (0◦, 6◦) are plotted in Fig. 3. The
results are measured from both the pressure and suc-
tion surface. For comparison, the experimental results7
are also plotted in this ﬁgure. As shown in Fig. 3, the
diﬀerence between our simulation and the experimen-
tal results is very small. It is also found that at zero
attack angle the mean pressure coeﬃcient distribution
on two surfaces lies in one curve, which indicates that
the results on pressure surface coincides with the one
on suction surface. This is due to the symmetric fea-
ture of the ﬂow about the airfoil axis. With an in-
crease in attack angle to 6 degree, the pressure distri-
bution becomes asymmetric. On the pressure surface,
the pressure coeﬃcient varies smoothly. While the pres-
sure on the suction surface shows a sharp decrease just
downstream the leading edge of the airfoil, and then
increases gradually along the airfoil surface to form ad-
verse pressure gradients. This process indicates that
the large-scale separation has taken place on suction
surface. Near the trailing edge there are some discrep-
ancies between our simulation and experimental results.
The pressure coeﬃcient is found to be smaller than that
measured from experiment, which is an implication that
compared to the experiment the ﬂow here has a larger
velocity. This probably because that the simulation is
performed using two dimensional model. While the real
ﬂow ﬁeld is more complicated and totally three dimen-
sional.
Figure 4 shows instantaneous vorticity ﬁeld of the
ﬂow over a NACA0018 airfoil. When airfoil is hori-
zontally set, vortices gradually form from the region
near the airfoil surface and develop until well-deﬁned
vortices are formed beyond approximately one chord
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Fig. 4. Instantaneous vorticity ﬁeld.
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Fig. 5. Spectrum of aerodynamic noise.
width downstream of the trailing edge. These vortices
are staggered aligned in the extended camber line of
the airfoil. When airfoil is inclined to some extent,
the ﬂow starts to separate from the airfoil surface and
vortices are observed to shed at the suction side and
rolling downstream. Noise emerges accompanying with
the separation and reattachment phenomenon. Further
increase in angle of attack would result in the ﬂow sep-
aration point moving upstream on the suction side and
yielding larger scale of vortices. The combination and
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Fig. 6. Contours of root-mean-squared pressure ﬂuctua-
tions.
splitting of vortex pairs downstream the trailing edge
also leads to noise generation and radiation. For very
high angle of attack, the separated vortex structure is
rather complicated and the separation point on suction
surface is much closed to the leading edge.
Figure 5 shows the spectrum of aerodynamic noise
measured from point (xA, yA) = (0.3, 1.065) at various
attack angles ranging from α = 0◦ to α = 15◦. At
zero angle of attack, a prominent tone component is
detected in the noise spectrum. The frequency of this
tone in our simulation is 1 730 Hz, which approximately
agrees with the result predicted by Paterson formula,11
f = 0.011U1.5∞ /
√
Cν∞. Further increase in angle of at-
tack leads to the gradual disappearance of the tonal
noise and increase in magnitude of the noise level. At
very high angle of attack, the noise spectrum is quite
broader. This observation might be due to that with the
increase in incidence, the ﬂow over airfoil tends to be
highly unsteady. For such highly unsteady ﬂow, multi-
scales vortices are produced in the wake and separa-
tion area. Thus, noise generated from the merging and
splitting of these vortices probably exhibits wide band
characteristics.
The root-mean-squared pressure ﬂuctuation prms is
somewhat considered as a measure of the strength of
sound sources. In this paper, prms is therefore deﬁned
by the following way
prms =
√√√√(∫ T
0
(p− p¯)2dt
)
/T ,
where p is the instantaneous pressure, p¯ is the time-
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Fig. 7. Directivity patterns of root-mean-squared pressure
ﬂuctuations at r = 5.
averaged pressure and T denotes the integration time.
In this study, the integration time T is more than 50.
The distribution of prms, at α = 0
◦ and α = 6◦ is
shown in Fig. 6. The contour pattern is nearly symmet-
rical about the centerline of the wakes at zero incidence.
When the angle of attack increases up to 6◦, it becomes
asymmetric. On examining these contours, the region
around trailing edge and the wake ﬂow are also found to
have the highest value of prms. Thus, the major sound
sources responsible for noise radiation are generated in
these regions.
Further investigations of the noise directivity fea-
tures at three diﬀerent angles of attack are reported in
Fig. 7. This ﬁgure presents the directivities of prms mea-
sured along a circle of radius r =
√
(x− 0.3)2 + y2 = 5.
It can be seen that for zero angle of attack, the direc-
tivity is nearly perfect symmetric about the axis of the
airfoil. With rise in angle of attack, there is remark-
able increase in the magnitude of radiated sound and
increasing silt in the directivity pattern. Note that the
silt direction is consistent with the trend of attack an-
gle. The directivity is approximately a dipole source,
but is not that of a point dipole placed in a uniform
ﬂow. The sound radiates mainly towards the upper and
lower directions (θ = 90◦ and 270◦) of the airfoil sur-
face. Due to the vortex shedding, the sound radiation
downstream (θ = 0◦) the trailing edge is still evident.
The direct numerical simulations were conducted
of compressible ﬂow over symmetric NACA0018 airfoil.
High-order accurate numerical methods applied in this
investigation enable precise description of the ﬂow and
sound ﬁeld. Wake ﬂow is nearly symmetric at low angles
of attack and gradually becomes asymmetric when the
airfoil is more inclined against the free stream. The in-
crease in angle of attack would introduce larger scale of
vortices and intensity of turbulence. At this low Mach
number and moderate Reynolds number ﬂow, the sound
radiates mainly towards the upper and lower directions
of the airfoil surface, which is demonstrated by the noise
directivity plot. The frequency-domain analysis of pres-
sure ﬂuctuations indicates that the tonal noise gradually
disappears when the angle of attack increases and the
noise spectrum ﬁnally presents broad-band features.
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